Implementation of New RDA Toolkit
(And New RDA Guidelines)
As you know, a new version of the Resource Description and Access (RDA) guidelines was published in a
beta version of RDA Toolkit in 2018 and went live in December 2020. These new RDA standards are more
closely aligned with metadata concepts and linked data. The previous version of the RDA Toolkit is still
available since most libraries and cultural institutions need time to determine how best to implement the
changes in their environment and prepare training materials.
According to the Program for Cooperative Cataloging (PCC) Policy Committee, PCC members will not be
implementing the new RDA Toolkit guidelines before July 2022.
According to the Library of Congress (LC), catalogers will not begin training on the new RDA until July 2022
and will train using BIBFRAME rather than MARC. Catalogers will begin using the new RDA as soon as they
have completed the training. LC staff anticipate a period of three to five months when catalogers will be
working in the two RDA versions.

Additional Information from the PCC and LC:
LC/PCC implementation plan and timeline (November 4, 2020)
[Download] RDA Beta Toolkit Project: Joint LC/PCC Effort (July 13, 2020)
PCC webpage on new RDA implementation
New version of RDA Toolkit
Previous version of RDA Toolkit

What Does This Mean for You?
You have another year to review the new RDA guidelines. I strongly recommend that you take advantage of
YouTube videos, presentations, or webinars on the new RDA concepts. If you are not familiar with metadata
concepts and terminology, then you have time to take a few tutorials so that the new standards will be more
easily understood.
You have time to prepare and plan for your own transition to the new RDA. It is not just learning how to apply
the new concepts to your title metadata when cataloging. You will also need to modify some of your
expectations – and current workflows – to accommodate changes in the title metadata when importing or
downloading records.
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We are already seeing some of the changes in MARC title records and it will only continue to occur more
frequently over the next few years. MARC records will be shorter with no duplication of data elements, many
will lack final or between-subfield punctuation, and you will see more URIs in subfields 0, 1 and 4. Do not
delete these URI subfields! They are needed when converting MARC to BIBFRAME/RDF, and the links are
very useful now when managing authorities.
Our primary cataloging responsibility to provide access to the library’s collections and resources did not
change when moving from AACR2 to RDA. It will not change with the new version of RDA. What is changing
somewhat is the conceptual model behind our cataloging guidelines in order to better accommodate the
changes to the data carrier format and increase the use of linked data to share information.

Future Blog Posts
My goal over the next two years is to help you prepare for the changes coming with the new RDA and linked
data. I began this information-sharing project three years ago with my TLCU presentation Moving Beyond
MARC. I am now expanding the project to include more blog posts that provide an overview of the new RDA
concepts. As application profiles, policy statements and more examples of metadata are added to the new
RDA Toolkit, I will share some of these details. Keep an eye on Cataloger’s Corner on LS•Community.
I also recommend migrating to Library•Solution 5.x if you have not already done so. The natural language
editor and glossaries simplify the task of applying the new RDA standards. As always, email me at
kmumbower@TLCdelivers.com if you have any questions or concerns. And I always welcome suggestions
for blog post topics!

Kim Mumbower
Product Manager
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Series Titles Best Practices (Part 1)
This post describes several best practices for recording a series statement in a bibliographic record. This
information is relevant to catalogers using LS2 Cataloging (v5.x) or LS Cataloging (v4.x). This is the
first of four blog posts covering series statements.
The term ‘manifestation’ is used throughout this post. As a reminder, a manifestation is the physical or
digital embodiment of an expression of a work. This is the resource that your library has purchased for
your library collections, and what you are describing when you add a new title record to your local
database. A future blog post will delve deeper into FRBR (Functional Requirements for Bibliographic
Records) concepts of work, expression, manifestation, or item – and the alternative concept of work,
instance, and item.

What is a series statement?
A series statement is the collective title for a group of publications with a common theme or
subject. Each resource has an individual title proper but is also identified as part of the group. Series
manifestations may be published by the same publisher or a sequence of publishers. Series
manifestations may be written by one author, multiple authors, or a sequence of authors.
The RDA standards define the series statement in section 2.12:
“A statement identifying a series to which a resource belongs and the numbering of the resource within
the series. A series statement may also include information identifying one or more subseries to which
the manifestation being described belongs.”
Section 2.12 and 2.2.4 also identify the sources of information that can be used to identify the series.
• series title page
• another source within the manifestation itself
• one of the other sources of information specified at section 2.2.4

Series Best Practice #1
Add one or more series statements to a title record whenever it is applicable to the manifestation being
described, following the RDA guidelines.
Who decides on the wording, capitalization, and punctuation of the series and subseries titles?
The cataloger makes that decision, based on one or more of the following choices:
•
•
•
•

Series title content from the manifestation or another source of information
Series title content contained in the imported or downloaded title record
Knowledge of how library users typically search for the series title in the OPAC
Cataloger preference
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• Library’s cataloging policies
• Existing series title authority records (discussed in the next section)

Series Best Practice #2
Utilize the wording and punctuation of the series and subseries title based on what you see on the
manifestation but also consider other relevant criteria in order to construct series statement(s) that
provide access and improve search and discovery.
Are series statements under authority control?
Series statements are under authority control in order to maintain data consistency and improve search
and discovery. Therefore, when adding a series statement to a new title record, search your local
database to identify how the series title was entered in the past. If you don’t find an authority record from
your local authority file or from the Library of Congress, create a new local authority record.
It is acceptable for a cataloger to add a series statement based on the publisher or distributor name, for
fiction, non-fiction, films, music, or any other media. Many library users search for “Avon romance” or
“DK Eyewitness” or “Marvel legends.”
It is acceptable to add a series statement based on a fictitious character name, such as “Harry Potter” or
“Luke Skywalker” or “Indiana Jones.”
It is acceptable – even recommended – that a cataloger add several series statements that are variations
of the same series. Catalogers understand that their library users will search for the series using the
series title or a character name. For example, Golden in death by J.D. Robb could have two series
statements: “In death” and “Eve Dallas.” Another example Cross kill by James Patterson should have
two series statements: “BookShots” and “Alex Cross.”
Each series statement has its own authority record to ensure consistency in wording, punctuation, and
capitalization. In this case, punctuation refers to the apostrophe, period, diacritic, exclamation point, or
parentheses contained within the series statement — not the between-subfield or final punctuation used
in the MARC record.

Series Best Practice #3
Add one or more series statements to a title record based on the need for access points and data
consistency in the form of authority record(s) that contain the preferred wording, capitalization, and
punctuation.
The next blog post, Part 2, will focus on the best practices for adding series statements to a title record
following the MARC21 standards. Part 3 will describe best practices when entering series statements
using LS2 Cataloging (5.x) or LS Cataloging (4.x). Part 4 will focus on the best practices involved in
managing series title authority records.
TLC Customers can read the rest on LS•Community
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More than software, it’s a community

LS•Community offers a one-stop source of information about TLC products, new
releases and more.

Get started with All Things TLC and then get acquainted with your Support Team. Check out the upcoming TLC
Conferences and learn about TLCU, the annual User Group conference. Keep abreast of the latest happenings
and subscribe to Announcements to be on top of new releases.
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Documentation

Release Notes, Instructional Docs, Quick Reference Guides, Reference Manuals, and Hardware & Scanner Info are a click
away. And don’t forget Scouts Corner, a publication for kids about the latest additions in LS2 Kids.

Software & Support

Always at your fingertips for access to the Online Support Center, Cataloger’s Reference Shelf and the Upgrade
Process. Technical Tips & Info provides the updates on policies for Browser Support, Firewall Ports information, OS
Compatibility and more. Learn more about RDA Express, eBiblioFile and ITS•MARC.

TLC Users’ Conference

Everything you need to know about attending TLC’s annual conference, an archive of past conference
presentations, and information on the Steering Committee that makes it all happen

Training

Sign up for scheduled webinars and learn at your leisure with videos and handouts regarding Library•Solution
modules.

lscommunity.TLCdelivers.com ~ Contact your Site Manager for our login information
www.TLCdelivers.com

